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ABSTRACT.Legendre transformations leading to the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form of the hyperheav-
enly equations with .:1, the cosmologicaI constant, are found. The hyperheavenly concept designates
a complex space with two \Veyl's tensors, one of them is degenerate and the other is arbitrary. The
rnetric so constructed fulfills Einstein 's equations in vacuurn but with A. Sorne questions concerning
integration oC these equations are considered.

RESUMEN. Se encuentran transformaciones de Legendre que permiten escribir las ecuaciones
hipercelestiales con .:1, la constante cosmológica, en la forma de Cauchy-Kovalevskaya. El concepto
"hipercelestial" denota un espacio complejo con dos tensores de \Veyl, donde uno de ellos es
degenerado y el otro, arbitrario. La métrica así construida satisface las ecuaciones de Einstein en el
vacío, pero con constante cosmológica. Se consideran algunas cuestiones referentes a la integración
de estas ecuaciones.

PACS: 04.20; 02.30 J

l. INTRODUCTlON

Recently a revival of interest in self-dual gravity and heavenly equations is observed. The
heavenly equation which arises by reduction of the self-dual complex Einstein equations [1]
appears to be a second order nOnlinear partial differential equation on one holomorphic
function. In Ref. [1) two forms of the heavenly equation are proposed, the first or the sec-
ond heavenly equation. Then Grant [2], using the Ashtekar-Jacobson-Smolin equation [3]'
has found the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form (and consequently the evolution form) of the
heavenly equation. This outstanding result enabled him to find the general solution of
the heavenly equation iteratively. It has been quickly observed that the first heavenly
equation and Grant's equation are related by a simple Legendre transformation [2,4],
and it has been demonstrated that the similar Legendre transformation leads from the
second heavenly equation to the One ofthe Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form [4]. Then it has ben
proved that this latter equation passes the Painlevé test [5] and it has been shown that this
equation as well as Grant's equation and the first or the second heavenly equations can be
obtained by sorne symmetry reduction of the sl(oo; e) self-dual Yang-Mills equations [6].
(Compare also with Refs. [7-10J.)
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It is also known 111-131 that assuming the algebraic degeneracy of the antiself-dual (or
self-dual) part of the \Veyl tensor one can reduce the comp!ex vacuum Einstein equations
to one second order nonlinear partial differentia! equation on one holomorphic function.
This equation, called the hyperheavenly equation, although mllch more complicated than
the heavenly eqllation, has many interesting solutions [14,15] and in our opinion the
hyperheavenly equation should attract much attention as, in fact, this equation describes
all real analytic vaCUllm algebraically specia!lorentzian space-times [16]. Then the similar
redllction of the complex Einstein equations to one equation called the hyperheavenly equa-
tion with A has been also done in the case of nonvanishing cosmologica! terrn A [12,17,18].
The cosrnological coustant A is the ou!y arbitrariness the energy tensor has in Einstein's
eqllations. This can be seen immediately since this terrn has zero divergence automatically.
In the previous paper [19] it has been shown that every hyperheavenly eqllation (A = O)

can be brollght to the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form by sorne Legendre trausforrnation. Rere
we generalize the results of Re£. [19] to the case of A # O.
It is known that the crucial point in reducing cornplex Einstein equations to the hyper-

heaveul)' equation with A appears to be the existence of an anti-self-dual null string
foliation of the complex space-time. This is one of the consequences of the complex
Goldberg-Sachs theorem [20-23] that such a foliation does exist for ever)' hyperheavenly
space with A (HH-space with A), i.e., for every complex 4-dimensional Einstein space with
algebraicall)' special anti-self-dual part of the \Ve)'1 tensor. An anti-self-dual nllll string
foliation is determined by the distriblltion of 2-forrns E such that

.E = -E, E 1\ E = O and dE= O.

In a local coordinates systern {xi}, i= 1,2,3,4, one has

(1.1)

(1.2)

and

where the semi-colon ";" denotes the covariant derivative and ek is sorne vector field.
Then one defines the expansion form to be the following 1-form:

e := Si dx'. (1.4)

The null string foliation is said to be nonexpanding if S = O. lf e # o then it is said to
be expanding.
An)' HH-space with A of the type [any] 0 [2-1-11 or [any] 0 [m] or [any] 0 [N] admits one

and only one anti-self-dua! null string foliation. If A # o, then for the types [any] 0 [m] or
lany] 0 [NI this foliation is necessarily expanding but for the type [anyJ0 [2-1-1] it can be,
a priori, expanding or nonexpanding. Any HH-space with A of the type lany] 0 [DI admits
exactly two anti-self-dllal nllll string foliations. When A # O then, a priori each of them
can be expanding or nonexpanding. Finally, any HH-space with A of the type lany] 0 [-],
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i.e., any H-space with A admils a variely of anli-self-dual null slring folialions such lhal il
conslilules a 3-dimensional complex differenliable manifold called lhe projective twistar
space PT [24,25]. For any H-space wilh A i' O every anli-self-dual null slring folialion is
necessarily expanding. (For delails see Re£. [22].)
Our paper is organized as follows. In Secl. 2 we consider lhe hyperheavenly equalions

wilh A for lhe case of e = O. lhe Legendre lransformalion is found which leads lo lhe
Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form of lhis equalion. The case e i' O is sludied in Sect. 3. In
Secl. 4 we give sorne commenls on inlegralion of lhe equalion oblained. Finally, in Sect. 5
sorne concluding remarks are given.

2. HYPERHEAVENLY EQUATION \VITII A FOR e = O

\Ve slarl wilh lhe hyperheavenly equalion wilh A in lhe spinorial formalism [12,13,18)

where qA, pB, A, B = 1,2, are local co~rdinales, e.= e(qA,pB) is an un~no;;;n funclio~
fA = fA(qB) and nA = nA(qB) are arbllrary funcllOns of qB only; e,pA = 7JPA' e,PAqA =

&&'&8 A, fA B == ~&A, ... , elc. Spinorial indices A, B, ... , elc. are lo be manipulaled ac-PA q ,q q
cording lo lhe rule

( O 1) AB(fAH) = -1 O = (f ).

The anli-self-dual parl of lhe \Veyl tensor is delermined by lhe quanlilies [181

(2.2)

.",(C3) __ ~\
- 3"', C<2) = -fA

,qA,

-(1) (A [)) H ) Ae = f - [)qA (2nA + f ,qB . PA + 2AnAP .

\Ve lake lwo conslanl spinors

LA := (-1, O) and MA:= (0,1) =? ¡\fA LA = 1.

Define lhe local coordinales p,q,x,y, and lhe fnnclion F = F(p,q,x,y) by

(2.3)

(2.4)

Ax:= LAP ,
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Le.,

A (-x) (p) (-y) A (-q).P = _y' qA = q' PA = X ' q = P , (2.5)

= 1/+ ~. (f. y+g 'X)xy - i,\xV; (f,g) := fA (2.6)

Then by straightforward but long calculations one gets the hyperheavenly equation with
,\ (2.1) in the form

F,xxF,yy - F,;'y + F.px + F,qy + 2. (fy + gx)F,xy - f F,x - gF,y -

t(fy + gx)2 - t. [f.py2 + g,qX2 + (f,q + g,p)xy] + n¡x + n2Y +

,\. [-2xyF.xy + xF,x + yF,y - F - t,\x2y2 + (fy + gx)xy] = O. (2.7)

To simplify Eq. (2.7) we consider two cases: (i) C<2) = O and (ii) C<2) # O. First we deal
with the case (i):

Bere the gauge exists such that [131

(2.8)

f = O = g, nA = nqA = (n. P, n. q), n = n(x, y). (2.9)

Therefore Eq. (2.7) reads

F,xxF,yy - F,;'y + F,px + F,qy + n. (px + qy) +

,\. (-2xyF,xy + xF,x + yF,y - F - t,\xV) = O. (2.7i)

Now consider the case (ii):

Then one can choose the gauge such that

fA = pagA, Po = consto # O =? f = -Poq, 9 = PoP, and nA = O.

(2.10)

(2.11 )

Substituting (2.11) into (2.7) we get

F,xxF,yy - F,~y + F,px + F,qy + PO' [2. (px - qy)F.xy + qF,x - pF,y - tpo . (px - qyn +

,\. [-2xyF,xy + xF,x + yF,y - F - t,\x2y2 + PO' (px - qy)xy] = O. (2.7ii)
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In arder to find appropriate Legendre transformations leading to the hyperheavenly equa-
tions with ,\ of the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form we write down Eqs. (2.7i) and (2.7ii) in
the differential form language [4,19). Thus for Eqs. (2.7i) and (2.7ii) we get

dF,x!l F,y + dF,p!l dy - dF,q!l dx + n. (px + qy) dx!l dy +

,\ . (- 2xy dF,y !I dy + x dF !I dy - Y dF !I dx - F dx !I dy -

!'\x2y2dX!ldy)} !ldp!ldq = O (2.12i)

{ dF,x !I dF,y + dF,p !I dy - dF,q !I dx + Po . [2 . (px - qy) dF,y !I dy +

qdF !ldy +pdF !ldx - !po' (px - qy)2dX!ldy) +

,\ . [- 2xy dF,y !I dy + x dF !I dy - Y dF !I dx - F dx !I dy -

!'\x2y2 dx!l dy + Po' (px - qy)xy dx!l dyl} !I dp!l dq = O, (2.12ii)
respectively.
Perform the following Legendre transformation (compare with Refs. [4,19); it is assumed

that F,xx ,p O):

z = -F,x =? x = x(p, q, z, t),

H = H(p,q,z,t) = F(p,q,x(p,q,z,t),t) +z .x(p,q,z,t),

where we put t == y. Then one finds the relations

(2.13)

F,p = H,p, F,q = H,q, x= H,Zl F,' = H,t. (2.14)

and

Substituting (2.13) and (2.14) into (2.12i) and (2.12ii) we obtain

{ -dz !I dH,' + dH,p !I dt - dH,q !I dH,z + n . (pH,z + qt) dH,z !I dt +

,\ . [- 2tH,z dH,' !I dt - tH,t dt !I dH,z - H dH,z !I dt -

!,\t2 H,2zdH,z !I dt]} !I dp !I dq '= O, H,zz ,p O, (2.15i)

{ -dz !I dH,' + dH,p !I dt - dH,q !I dH,z + Po . [2 . (pH,z - qt) dH,' !I dt -

(qz + pH,tl dH,z !I dt - tpo . (pH,z - qt)2 dH,z !I dt] +

,\. [-2tH,z dH,t!l dt - tH,t dt!l dH,z - H dH,z !I dt - !,\t2 H~ dH,z!l dt +

respectively.
Po . (pH,z - qt)tH,z dH,z !I dt]} !I dp!l dq = O; H,zz ,p O, (2.15ii)
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Finally, Eqs. (2.15i) and (2.15ii) can be written down in the following Cauchy-Kova-
levskaya formo

H.tt - H,'p + H"qH"t - H,,,H,tq - n. (pH" + qt)H,,, +

A' [2tll"H"t + (-tH,t + ~At2H~ + H)H,,,] = O,

and

H,tt - H"p + H"qH"t'- H,,,H,tq + PO' {2. (qt - pH")H,,t +

[qz + pH,t + ~po . (pH" - qt)2] H,,,} + A' {2tH"H"t +

[-tH,t + .~At2 H,~ - Po . (pH" - qt)tH" + H] H,,,} = O,

H,,, f. O (2.16i)

H." f. O, (2.16ii)

respectively.
[Note that if F,xx = O and one is not able to perform the Legendre transformation

(2.13) then the coordinate transformation

t = x + p, z = x - p, q ---> q, y--->y (2.17)

leads to the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form of Eqs. (2.7i) and (2.7ii).]
It is obvious that defining

A:= H,t (2.18)

one gets for (2.16i) and (2.16ii) the evolution equations on two functions H and A. From
(2.3) it follows that if A f. O then d3) = - ~A f. Oand, consequently, the anti-self-dual
part of the \Vey1 tensor is of the type D iff

(2.19)

or of the type [2-1-1] iff

First consider the case (i). Here we have [see Eqs. (2.3), (2.8) and (2.9)1

(2.20)

(1)e = -2. (pn,p + qn,q + 2n) - 2An. (px + qy). (2.21)

Then the conditioll (2.19) is satisfied on an open set iff

n = O. (2.21)
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Now for the case (ii) one gets [see Eqs. (2.3), (2.10) and (2.11))

-(2)e =-2po¡fO, -(1) 2e = 2po' (px+qy), (2.22)

and it is evident that the condition (2.19) cannot be satisfied on any open seto
Gathering aH that one arrives at the conclusion: 1/ .\ ¡f O then Eq. (2.16i) with n = O

corresponds to the type (any} 0 (D} and Eq. (2.16i) with n ¡f O or Eq. (2.16ii) correspond
to the type (any} 0 (2-1-1j. (The case .\ = O has been done in [19].)
This closes the analysis of the nonexpanding heavenly equation with .\.

3. HYPERllEAVENLY EQUATIONS WITll .\ FOR e ¡f O

Here the original equation in the spinorial formalism reads [12,18]

t'l'4('I'-21J,PB),PA . ('I'-21J,pB),pA + 'I'-IIJ,PAqA - 1'0'1'481' ['1'-1 81'('I'-IIJ)) + /.Ir¡- ¡-

.\ -IIJ O"6"P ,I.p"P = , (3.1)

where IJ= lJ(qA,pB) is an unknown function, Ilo is a constant, /.1 and ¡ are sorne functions
of qA only and

(3.2)

where JA and KA are the constant spinors such that

(3.3)

Similarly as in the previous papers [4,19] we define new coordinates {p, q, r¡, 'I'}:

(3.4)

and r¡ and '1' are defined by (3.2). Then, in terms of the differential forms Eq. (3.1) can
be written as foHows:

{'I'4 d('I'-21J,1') 1\ d['I'-2. (lJ,ry- 1'0r¡'I'2 - ir¡'I'-I)) - '1'-1 dlJ,p 1\ d'l' +

'1'-1 dlJ,q 1\ dr¡ + 1'0'1'4 d('I'-31J) 1\ dr¡ + (/.Ir¡ - ¡)d'l' 1\ dr¡ + ~'I'-2r¡ dlJ,ry 1\ dr¡-

h,-2 dlJ 1\ dr¡} 1\ dp 1\ dq = O. (3.5)

Define a new function F = F(p, q, r¡, '1') by

(3.6)
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Sllbsliluling (3.6) inlo (3.5) we gel

{rp4 dlrp-2(F,op + /lOrpr¡2 - ¡"2rp-2'72)] /\ d(rp-2 F,o) - rp-l dF,p /\ drp +

rp-l dF,q /\ dr¡ + ILorp4 d[rp-3 . (F + ~llO,/rp2 + í\2r¡2rp-l)] /\ dr¡ +

(vr¡ -,) drp /\ dr¡ + ~rp-2r¡ d[F,o + (llorp2 + ~rp-l)r¡] /\ dr¡ -

irp-2 d[F + ~. (/lOrp2 + ~rp-l )172]/\ dr¡} /\ dp /\ dq = O. (3.;)

Perform lhe following Legendre lransformalion:

2 = -F,o '* '1 = r¡(p,q,z,rp)

H = H(p, q, z, rp) = F(p, q, r¡(p, q, z, rp), rp) + z. r¡(p, q, z, rp).

(It is assumed that F,oo # O.) Then (3.;) and (3.8) yield

{rp4 d(rp-2 ll,op) /\ d( _rp-2 z) + rp4 d[(llOrp-l - í\2rp-4)H:,] /\ d( _rp-2 z) _

rp-1 dH,p /\ drp + rp-1 dJi,q /\ H" +

/lOrp4 d[rp-3 . (H - zH,,) + ~. (/lOrp-I + ~rp-4)II~] /\ dH" +
- - >. 2- 2 >. 1 - -(vH,z -,) drp /\ dH" + 'jrp- H,z d[-z + (/lOrp + 6rp- )H,,] /\ dH,z -

(3.8)

>. 2 - - 1 2 >. 1 -2 -}Jrp- dlH - zH" + '¡ . (/lOrp + 6rp- ) . Hz] /\ dH,z /\ dp /\ dq = O, H,zz # O. (3.9)

Finally, subsliluling t := In rp and H = H(p, q, z, t) := H(p, q, z, e') one finds lhal Eq. (3.9)
leads lo lhe following equalion of lhe Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form:

H,tt - e'H,zp + H"qIl,zt - H,zzH,tq + 2zH,zt - 3H,t +
2t { 1 • }e . (¡- vH,')' H,zz + Ilo' [2H,zIl,zt + ('¡lloH:z + zH" - !l,' + 3H)H,zz] +

ie-'. {-2H,zH,zt + H,2, + [H,! - zH,z + (~e-! - /loe2t)H,~]II,zz = O, H zz # O. (3.10)

As before (see Sec\. 2) defining A := H,! one brings Eg. (3.10) lo lhe system of two
evolution equations on lwo functions, H and A.
(Nole lhat if F,O" = O lhen the simple coordinale transformalion

t = x + p, z = x - p, q 1---+ q, y""" y (3.11 )

leads from Eg. (3.;) lo lhe equalion of lhe Callchy-Kovalevskaya form.) Egualion (3.10)
is lhe generalizalion of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.29) of lhe previolls work [19] for lhe case of HH
spaces wilh '\.
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Now we sludy our Eq. (3.10) from lhe poinl of view of lhe Pelrov-Penrose classifiealion.
The anli-self-dual parl of lhe \Veyl lensor is delermined by lhe quanlilies [18)

C<5) = O = C<4), C<3) = -2I'O'¡}, C<2) = _2v:p5,

-(1) 7 [D ]e = - 2:p . :p. v.P + Dq (-y - VI) + 31'01/) + 2vl/,ry .

Firsl \\'e eonsider lhe lype [any] 012-1-11.

a) [any/0 [2-1-1/

Here one can ehoose lhe gauge sueh lhal 113)

(3.12)

110 i' O, v = O = 1. (3.13)

-(1) 7 7e = -6I'O:P I/,q = -6110:P H,q'

Then from (3.6), (3.8), (3.12) and (3.13) \\'e gel

-(3) 3e = -2I'O:P i' O, C<2) = O,
(3.14)

Consequenlly, in lhe presenl case C<1) i' O and il is equivale ni lo lhe eondilion

H,q i' O. (3.15 )

b) [any/0 [D/

No\\' lhe gauge exisls sueh lhal (3.13) holds bul, as for lhe lype [any] 0 [D] if C<2) = O
lhen C<I) = O, lhe formulas (3.14) yield

H,q = O, I.e., H = H(p, z, t). (3.16)

Qne observes lbal wilh (3.16) assumed lhe hyperheavenly equalion wilh .\ (3.10) appears
lo be linear wilh respeel lo lhe seeond derivalives of H.

e) [any/0 [mI
In lhis case we ehoose lhe gauge sueh lhal

1'0 = O, V = Vo = eonsl. i' O, 1,q = o. (3.17)

Now one can bring Eq. (3.10) lo a syslem of evolulion equalions by lhe following subsli-
lulion (compare wilb Refs. [2,4,19]):

A:= H,t. B:=H". (3.18)
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Thus we get

A., = [3 + D.z . ( - ~e-'+ 8q) - (2z - 2;e'B + B.q)8z] A
+ e'B.p + [e2'. (voB - 1) + ~e-'B. (z - ie-'D)]B.z

B., = A.z>

d) {any} 0 {N}

Now one has the gauge

Then (3.12) with (3.20) yield

B.z i- O.

/lo = o, v = O.

(3.19)

(3.20)

C<3) = o = C<2) , r;{l) 7e = -2<p I.q' (3.21)

As C<l) i- o one finds from (3.21) the following restriction on 1:

I.q i- o. (3.22)

In the present case the substitution (3.18) leads to the system of evolution equations (3.19)
with vo = Oand I.q i- o.

e) {any} 0 {-} i.e. the H-space with ,\

Here we have

/lo = O, v = O, 1= O. (3.23)

The system of evolution equations for the present case is given by (3.19) with vo = Oand
1= O.Thus one gets

A., = [3 + B.z . (-~e-' + 8q) - (2z - 2;e-' B + B.q)8z]A

+ e'n.p + 1e-'n. [-B + (z - ~e-'B)B.z],
B,t = A,Zl B.z i- o. (3.24)
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4. COMMENTS ABOUT ¡NTEGRATION

The general solution of the hyperheavenly equations with ,\ (2.16i,ii) or (3.10) can be
given by the power series [2,4,19)

00

"'"' 1 .H = L. -:-¡aj(p,q,z). tJ
j;O J.

(4.1 )

where ao = ao(p,q,z) = H(p,q,z,O), a¡ = a¡(p,q,z) = H,,(p,q,z,O) are Cauchy data on
the hypersurface t = Oand al! remaining coefficients aj, j ~ 2, of (4.1) are determined by
ao and al'

Now, using the method proposed by Grant [2) (see also [4,19]), one can also find the
formal solutions of our equations. \Ve show how it can be done, for example, in the case
of the H-space with '\. This case has been studied in the point (e) of Sect. 3.

Define

T>.(t) := 3 + B,,(p, q, z, t) . (-~e-' + Oq) - (2z - 2a>'e-t • B(p, q, z, t)

+ B,q(p, q, z, t))o,

9>.(t):= e'B,p(p,q,z,t) + ~e-tB(p,q,z,t). [-B(p,q,z,t)

+ (z - *CtB(p,q,z,t)). B.,(p,q,z,t)]

Then the system of evolution equations (3.24) takes the form

(4.2)

A., = T>.(t) . A + 9>.(t),

B,=A", , B,#.O
(4.3)

The formal solution of (4.3) reads [2,4,19]

A = exp {1'dt¡ T>.(t¡)} al + l' dt¡9>.(tl)

B= l'dtIA.,(tl)'

where

{¡' } 00 ¡' ['n-¡
exp dt¡ T>.(t¡) := 1+L Jo dt¡ ")0 dtn T>.(t¡) ... T>.(tn)'

O n;¡ O O

(4.4)

(4.5)
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(Remark: To avoid misunderstanding we use in (4.4) a slightly different form of the series
involving g~(t) than it has been done in the previous papers [4,19].)
As

B,p = l' dt¡ A"p(t¡),
B" = l'dt¡ A,,,(t¡),

B,q = l' dt¡ A"q(t¡),
(4.6)

one can understand the formal solution (4.4) in the sense of the successive approximation
procedure.
Of course we should look for another, more effective methods of integration of our

hyperheavenly equations with A. This question will be considered in a separate paper.

5. CO:-;CLUSIONS

In this paper we have found the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form of all hyperheavenly equations
with A. The results obtained are the natural generalizations of the results contained in
the previous works [4,19]. Moreover, our considerations concerning the H-spaces with A
(see the point (e) of Sect. 3 and also Sect. 4), give sorne solution to the problem stated
by Grant [2]. At the end of his paper he writes: "It would be interesting to see if a similar
transformation can be used to turn the problem of conformally self-dual metrics with
nonzero cosmological constant into an initial value problem".
Of course the open question is if starting with another form of the heavenly equation

with A [26] one can find a more convenient Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form of this equation.
The same question concerns also the hyperheavenly equations with A describing the type
[anyJ0 [D] [13,27,28].
As the main problems which are to be considered in the next future we mention the

following ones: i) searching for new solutions of the equations obtained, ii) looking for the
hamiltonian formulation of the evolution hyperheavenly equations with A, iii) studying
the integrability of our equations. \Ve intend to consider these problems in separate papers.
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